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ABSTRACT
Data formats used for cryptographic inputs have historically been
the source of many attacks on cryptographic protocols, but their
security guarantees remain poorly studied. One reason is that, due
to their low-level nature, formats often fall outside of the security
model. Another reason is that studying all of the uses of all of
the formats within one protocol is too difficult to do by hand, and
requires a comprehensive, automated framework.

We propose a new framework, “Comparse”, that specifically tack-
les the security analysis of data formats in cryptographic protocols.
Comparse forces the protocol analyst to systematically think about
data formats, formalize them precisely, and show that they enjoy
strong enough properties to guarantee the security of the protocol.

Our methodology is developed in three steps. First, we introduce
a high-level cryptographic API that lifts the traditional game-based
cryptographic assumptions over bitstrings to work over high-level
messages, using formats. This allows us to derive the conditions
that secure formats must obey in order for their usage to be se-
cure. Second, equipped with these security criteria, we implement
a framework for specifying and verifying secure formats in the
F∗ proof assistant. Our approach is based on format combinators,
which enable compositional and modular proofs. In many cases, we
relieve the user of having to write those combinators by hand, us-
ing compile-time term synthesis via Meta-F∗. Finally, we show that
our F∗ implementation can replace the symbolic notion of message
formats previously implemented in the DY∗ protocol analysis frame-
work. Our newer, bit-level precise accounting of formats closes the
modeling gap, and allows DY∗ to reason about concrete messages
and identify protocol flaws that it was previously oblivious to.

We evaluate Comparse over several classic and real-world proto-
cols. Our largest case studies use Comparse to formalize and provide
security proofs for the formats used in TLS 1.3, as well as upcom-
ing protocols like MLS and Compact TLS 1.3 (cTLS), providing
confidence and feedback in the design of these protocols.

1 INTRODUCTION
Modern software applications rely on a variety of cryptographic
protocols to protect sensitive data as it is transmitted over or stored
on insecure media. They use Transport Layer Security (TLS) or
Noise when they need secure channels, FileVault or Bitlocker for
disk encryption, Signal or Messaging Layer Security (MLS) for
secure messaging, Bitcoin or Ethereum for distributed ledgers.

Each of these protocols can be described as a sequence of (one
or more) high-level messages sent between (one or more) partici-
pants. At each step, a sender takes a message that has a particular
meaning in the context of the protocol and encodes it into a bit-
string by following a protocol-specific format. This bitstring is then
protected using some cryptographic construction. For example, the
sender may encrypt the bitstring to guarantee the confidentiality

for the message content (and the privacy of its metadata); or they
may add signatures, message authentication codes (MACs), or zero-
knowledge proofs to guarantee the integrity and authenticity of the
message. The output bitstring is then serialized according to a wire
format before it is sent over the network or stored on some disk.
The recipient follows the protocol in reverse, parsing the received
bitstring, applying its own sequence of cryptographic operations,
and decoding the result to obtain the high-level protocol message
that the sender (hopefully) intended to send.
Attacks on Cryptographic Protocols. As a classic example, con-
sider the core of the Needham-Schroeder public-key protocol [33]:

𝐴 −→ 𝐵 : {𝑁𝐴∥𝐴}𝑃𝐾 (𝐵)
𝐵 −→ 𝐴 : {𝑁𝐴∥𝑁𝐵}𝑃𝐾 (𝐴)
𝐴 −→ 𝐵 : {𝑁𝐵}𝑃𝐾 (𝐵)

Each participant generates a nonce (𝑁𝐴 , 𝑁𝐵 ), formats it along with
some identity information (𝑁𝐴∥𝐴), and encrypts the resulting bit-
string using a public-key. Note that the formatting of the message
is done within the encrypted payload; any wire-formatting that is
done outside the encryption (for example, a header mentioning the
sender and recipient) is considered to be under the control of the
network adversary, and so is ignored in the analysis of the protocol.

The protocol aims to authenticate two participants (𝐴 and 𝐵) to
each other, and to establish a shared secret (𝑁𝐵 ) between them.How-
ever, it has a famous attack, originally found by Gavin Lowe [27],
which exploits the fact that the second message does not mention
its recipient’s name, allowing an attacker to mix messages across
two sessions, breaking the security of the protocol. Adding 𝐵 inside
the encryption of the second message prevents the attack.

Interestingly, however, there is another, less-well-known attack
on this protocol that relies on a message format ambiguity. Mead-
ows [30] observed that an attacker could take the second message
(from 𝐵 to 𝐴) from one session and pass it off as a first message in a
new session (seemingly from someone named 𝑁𝐵 to 𝐴). In essence,
the formats of the first two messages are not disjoint, since a priori,
𝑁𝐵 may well be a valid identifier for a protocol participant.

Meadows finds two attacks that exploit this format ambiguity,
and Heather et al. [20] show that Lowe’s fix to the protocol does
not prevent this attack. To fix the protocol against such format
confusion attacks, it is necessary to change the internal formats and
remove the ambiguity, say by systematically tagging each internal
message by a distinct bitstring.
Formats in Real-World Protocols. Format specifications are ubiq-
uitous in real-world protocols, since agreeing on formats is a neces-
sary precondition to enabling multiple interoperable implementa-
tions. Internet standards like TLS 1.3 [38] and MLS [8] devote 20%
of their text to describing message formats, relying on a custom
language called the TLS presentation language. Other protocols
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rely on a variety of format description languages to encode crypto-
graphic inputs, including XML [1, 2, 15], JSON [23, 24], CBOR [41],
Protocol Buffers [40], and ASN.1 [22].

Each format description language aims to make it easier for
developers and protocol designers to design new formats and cor-
rectly implement serializers and parsers for them. However, the
sheer number of these languages should serve as a warning sign of
the diversity of formatting requirements and constraints in main-
stream protocols. Binary formats like CBOR and Protocol Buffers
prioritize conciseness, while text formats like XML and JSON aim
for Web-friendly interoperability. The TLS presentation language
is specialized for a single family of protocols, while ASN.1 aims to
be generic and self-describing. Furthermore, proprietary protocols
often use their own custom formats according to their own needs.

Unfortunately, despite the great deal of attention given to describ-
ing formats, and although the dangers of format confusions have
long been known, cryptographic protocols still get them wrong, re-
sulting in high-profile attacks that continue to be found on a regular
basis, both in published standards and in proprietary software.
Format Confusion Attacks. Mavrogiannopoulos et al. [29] de-
scribe an attack on TLS 1.2 that relies on a format confusion be-
tween the signature inputs used in two kinds of Diffie-Hellman
handshakes; the attacker takes a server signature produced in one
handshake and uses it to impersonate the server in another hand-
shake. Wallez et al. [47] describe a vulnerability in MLS draft 12,
where the inputs to signatures in the TreeSync and TreeDEM com-
ponents of MLS can be confused for each other.

More recently, Paterson et al. [35] describe a series of attacks on
Threema, including a format confusion attack between different
encrypted messages in the C2S and E2E sub-protocols. Another
attack was recently found on the Matrix protocol, where the inputs
to MACs used in two different messages could be confused [6].

These attacks involve different kinds of protocols, and different
cryptographic constructions, but in all cases, the problem can be
traced to the incorrect or ambiguous use of formats within crypto-
graphic inputs. These flaws are in the protocol itself, and so cannot
be fixed by a clever implementation.

Even finding such format confusion attacks in a large standard
like TLS 1.3 or MLS can be a real challenge, since the attacks often
involve messages in different sub-protocols, sometimes described in
different documents altogether. To systematically find and prevent
format confusion attacks in real-world protocols, we need a formal
framework for specifying and reasoning about secure formats.
Analyzing Crypto Protocols with Precise Formats. Lowe’s
attack on Needham-Schroeder and the subsequent fix have been
very influential, serving as a motivating example for a whole line
of protocol verification tools based on symbolic (or Dolev-Yao)
analysis [7], including modern tools like ProVerif [14], Tamarin [31],
and DY∗ [10] that have been applied to real-world cryptographic
protocols like TLS, Signal, and Noise.

However, the analysis of precise formats remains poorly sup-
ported by protocol verification tools and techniques. For exam-
ple, the default model of symbolic concatenation used in ProVerif,
Tamarin, and DY∗, fails to find the format confusion attack on the
fixed Needham-Schroeder-Lowe protocol even today. While it is
possible to extend the algebra of terms to account for some format

confusion attacks, one cannot be sure that all the low-level details
of the format have been captured.

Pen-and-paper cryptographic proofs (and their mechanized vari-
ants in tools like CryptoVerif [13] and EasyCrypt [9]) technically
reason about bitstring messages, but in terms of practical format
analysis, they do even worse than symbolic tools. Proofs in the
computational model of cryptography are much harder than sym-
bolic analyses, so in order to make a security proof feasible, papers
routinely disregard any formatting concerns and focus only on the
cryptographic steps. As we will see in §4, even comprehensively
studied protocols like TLS 1.3 have not been properly analyzed for
format confusion attacks.
Our Work and Contributions. As we have seen, there is a large
gap between the academic proofs for cryptographic protocols and
real-world protocols with complex internal formats. To close this
gap, we need a framework for protocol analysis that can specify and
prove bit-level precise formats suitable for all the cryptographic in-
puts used in a protocol. To ensure that we got the formats correctly,
we need to be able to test these formats against published test vec-
tors and interoperable implementations. We then need to be able
to automatically, or semi-automatically, search for and prove the
absence of format confusion attacks across cryptographic inputs
in all the message in all related sub-protocols. Finally, we need to
be able to embed our formatting proofs within a protocol analysis
framework that can verify the security of protocols.

In this paper, we propose a new framework that addresses these
requirements. Our framework, called Comparse, uses game-based
cryptographic assumptions to establish the set of requirements
that formats must obey for their usage to be secure. Because our
usage restrictions encompass several classes of attacks, we come up
with criteria over formats that rule out not only confusion attacks,
but also other well-known attacks. Comparse is implemented and
embedded within the F∗ programming language and verification
framework. We demonstrate its expressiveness by using it to spec-
ify and analyze all the formats used in large Internet standards
like TLS 1.3 and MLS, as well as classic protocols like Needham-
Schroeder. We show how our framework allows us to guide the
design of new variants of TLS like Compact TLS 1.3 (cTLS). Fi-
nally, we show how our framework is embedded within the DY∗
protocol verification framework and can be used to verify the secu-
rity of cryptographic protocols while accounts for bit-level precise
formats.

Ours is the first formatting framework that is embedded within
a protocol security analysis tool. We provide the first formal proof
of correctness for the formats of cTLS, an emerging standard for
IoT, and we close an important gap in prior analyses of TLS 1.3.
Although our framework does produce reference implementations
of serializers and parsers for our formats, this is primarily meant for
testing our specification, not as production-ready code. Producing
efficient, zero-copy parsers for protocol formats is not our goal.
Outline. Section 2 provides a high-level overview of secure formats
and establishes the properties they should obey via a new flavor
of cryptographic games. Section 3 describes a formalization and
implementation of our format analysis framework, Comparse in F∗.
Section 4 describes TLS 1.3, cTLS, examines the gap between the
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published security proofs of these protocols when deployed in par-
allel with each other, and shows how Comparse can address those.
Section 5 shows how Comparse is integrated into DY∗. Section 6
discusses our results, their impact, and their limitations. Section 7
briefly describes related work, and Section 8 concludes.

2 THE ESSENCE OF SECURE FORMATS
Real-world formats in protocols like TLS are described in a com-
bination of custom language, comments, and English prose. This
has made their comprehensive study difficult, and has resulted in
several protocol attacks that leverage design flaws in these formats.

To address these shortcomings, this section introduces a formal
notion of message formats and properties over those message for-
mats, which form the foundation of our security analysis. In §3, we
shall see how this notion is formalized in a proof assistant.

Throughout this section, we define formats for objects that are
represented as bytes. This means that our formats are not just
for messages sent over the wire, but also apply to cryptographic
inputs (for signatures, MACs, transcript hashes, etc) or any protocol
session state or key material that is stored in some binary format.

2.1 Formally Defining Message Formats
We use B to denote the set of byte sequences (also known as
“bytestrings”), and a byte is a value in [0, 255]. We write 𝜀 for
the empty bytestring, and 𝑏1 + 𝑏2 for the concatenation of two
bytestrings. We write literal bytestrings in hexadecimal notation;
for example, c0ffee is a bytestring of length 3.

Message Format. A message format for a type𝑀 is a relation⇄𝑀

between 𝑀 and B. The index 𝑀 over⇄ disambiguates relations
when there are several types𝑀 ,𝑀′ involved. There may be several
relations for a given𝑀 , but we only ever manipulate one such⇄𝑀

in any given context.
If we pick𝑀 = B2, and define the message format (𝑏1, 𝑏2) ⇄𝑀 𝑏

to be e.g. ∃𝑏0 ∈ B .𝑏0 + 𝑏1 + 𝑏2 = 𝑏, then the following three
properties hold: (c0, ffee) ⇄𝑀 c0ffee, but also (c0ff, ee) ⇄𝑀

c0ffee, and (c0ff, ee) ⇄𝑀 feedc0ffee.
Albeit simplistic, this example warrants two observations. First,

we define our notion of format without any reference to a parser
or a serializer. In our view, a format is defined as a relation inde-
pendently of any concrete encodings. Second, this sample format
enjoys almost no property of interest: among the many issues with
this format, we remark that a given bytestring may correspond to
multiple elements in𝑀 , and conversely, that an element in𝑀 may
be represented by several bytestrings.
Serializers and Parsers.Naturally, designers and implementers do
not think in terms of logical predicates relating𝑀 and B, but rather
in terms of concrete formats defined by parsers and serializers.
A serializer for a message format ⇄𝑀 is a function serialize𝑀 :
𝑀 → B such that (correctness) ∀𝑚 ∈ 𝑀.𝑚 ⇄𝑀 serialize𝑀 (𝑚).
A parser for a message format ⇄𝑀 is a function parse𝑀 : B →
𝑀 ∪ {⊥}, such that (completeness) ∀𝑏 ∈ B .(∃𝑚 ∈ 𝑀.𝑚 ⇄𝑀

𝑏) =⇒ parse𝑀 (𝑏) ≠ ⊥, and (correctness) ∀𝑏 ∈ B . parse𝑀 ≠

⊥ =⇒ parse𝑀 (𝑏) ⇄𝑀 𝑏.

We note that from completeness, it follows that a parser returns
⊥ (meaning the input bytestring 𝑏 is malformed) if and only if there
no element of𝑀 is in relation with 𝑏 (meaning 𝑏 cannot be parsed).
Induced Message Format. Given two functions serialize𝑀 : 𝑀 →
B and parse𝑀 : B → 𝑀 ∪ {⊥}, we define their induced message
format on 𝑀 as:𝑚 ⇄𝑀 𝑏 := 𝑚 = parse𝑀 (𝑏) ∨ serialize𝑀 (𝑚) = 𝑏.
This is the smallest message format for which parse𝑀 is a parser
and serialize𝑀 is a serializer.

The induced message format relates the programmer-centric,
concrete view (a format is defined by its parser and serializer) with
the security-centric, more abstract view (a format is a relation be-
tween messages and bytestrings). Hence, it shows that our abstract
formats can still be defined using a concrete parser and serializer.

An advantage of our format-centric view is that it allows us to
state properties on a single concept (the format, i.e. a mathematical
relation), rather than stating two separate properties (on the parser,
and the serializer), and having to account for implementation details
(such as the possibility of parsing failure).

Furthermore, as wewill see shortly, we show that security proper-
ties on an induced message format can be turned into more familiar
properties over the underlying parser and serializer, as is done in
our implementation of Comparse. There is therefore no lack of
expressivity, nor awkwardness, in adopting formats as our central
concept for which core notions are defined.

2.2 Properties of Message Formats
Leveraging the definitions above, we start with two security prop-
erties: non-ambiguity, and representation unicity. Failure to exhibit
these properties when needed typically indicates a protocol weak-
ness.We followwith two intermediary properties: non-extensibility,
and non-emptiness. These are typically established as lemmas to-
wards a functional correctness result, or a larger security proof.

Non-ambiguity. A message format ⇄𝑀 is non-ambiguous if it
relates at most one high-level message to each bytestring. Formally:
∀𝑚1,𝑚2 ∈ 𝑀,𝑏 ∈ B .𝑚1 ⇄𝑀 𝑏 ∧𝑚2 ⇄𝑀 𝑏 =⇒ 𝑚1 =𝑚2.

A non-ambiguous format is one for which the parser can only
make a single choice for a given bytestring. It is usually easy to
find and prevent ambiguity in message formats sent over the wire.
When designing the message parser, the implementer will usually
notice that multiple choices can be made, or they will typically find
the issue during interoperability testing or by fuzzing.

The format-confusion attack on Needham-Schroeder mentioned
in §1 relies on passing the contents of the second message as a valid
format for the first message. Let us see how this can be seen as a
violation of our format security properties. Since all three messages
in the protocol use the same cryptographic construction (public-
key encryption) with potentially the same keys, the three message
payloads should conservatively be treated as three sub-cases of
a single message format. However, we would then find that this
shared format violates the non-ambiguity property above, since
the formats of the first and second message overlap. To restore
non-ambiguity for the payload format, we would need to change
the protocol, by tagging each message with a distinct label, for
example. Such format confusion issues are widespread in real-world
protocols, as we shall later see in the context of TLS 1.2 (§2.3).
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However, formats used in cryptographic constructions, such as
signatures, do not always involve parsing messages, and so non-
ambiguity is not naturally enforced or systematically tested. This
has resulted in high-profile attacks, as we saw in §1.

As we mentioned earlier, the induced message format allows
carrying properties of the format onto a parser and serializer.

Lemma. Given a parser and serializer for𝑀 , the induced message
format⇄𝑀 is non-ambiguous if and only if:
∀𝑚 ∈ 𝑀. parse𝑀 (serialize𝑀 (𝑚)) =𝑚.

Representation unicity. A message format⇄𝑀 is said to enjoy
representation unicity when at most one bytestring can be in rela-
tion with each high-level message. Formally:
∀𝑚 ∈ 𝑀,𝑏1, 𝑏2 ∈ B .𝑚 ⇄𝑀 𝑏1 ∧𝑚 ⇄𝑀 𝑏2 =⇒ 𝑏1 = 𝑏2.

Representation unicity has sometimes been referred to as non-
malleability [36]. We prefer the term “representation unicity”, to
avoid confusion with the standard notion of cryptographic mal-
leability [48]. Just like non-ambiguity, representation unicity is
mandatory in many security contexts, such as signed content. For
instance, transaction malleability is a serious concern in Bitcoin,
as described in BIP 62 [49]. Representation unicity rules out such
attacks, by imposing a unique bytestring representation for each
signed high-level message or transaction. We can also state repre-
sentation unicity as a property of parsers and serializers.

Lemma. Given a parser and serializer for 𝑀 , the induced mes-
sage format ⇄𝑀 has representation unicity if and only if ∀𝑏 ∈
B . parse𝑀 (𝑏) ≠ ⊥ =⇒ serialize𝑀 (parse𝑀 (𝑏)) = 𝑏.

We now look into additional properties that are not directly
security-critical, but are oftentimes required in the course of prov-
ing functional correctness, or the security of a complete protocol.

Non-extensibility. A message format⇄𝑀 is non-extensible when
for every bytestring, at most one of its prefixes is in relation with a
high-level message. Formally:
∀𝑚1,𝑚2, 𝑏1, 𝑏2 .𝑚1 ⇄𝑀 𝑏1 ∧𝑚2 ⇄𝑀 (𝑏1 + 𝑏2)) =⇒ 𝑏2 = 𝜀.

We remark that our format-based approach allows us to separate
this property from non-ambiguity, i.e. non-extensibility does not im-
ply𝑚1 =𝑚2. In practice, most of the formats we care about are both
non-extensible and non-ambiguous, with the notable exception of
the extensible TLS transcript.

The non-extensibility property is not desirable in itself, but con-
stitutes an important intermediary lemma in order to establish the
non-ambiguity theorem for the dependent pair combinator (§3.2).
Non-emptiness. A message format on𝑀 is non-empty when the
empty string is associated with no high-level message. Formally:
∀𝑚,𝑏.𝑚 ⇄𝑀 𝑏 =⇒ 𝑏 ≠ 𝜀.

Like non-extensibility, non-emptiness does not directly serve
any security purpose, but is a crucial property required of a format
in order to derive non-ambiguity of its list combinator (§3.4).

Lemma. Given a parser and serializer for𝑀 , the induced message
format⇄𝑀 is non-empty if and only if ∀𝑏 ∈ B . serialize𝑀 (𝑏) ≠ 𝜀

Self-contained and data-dependent message formats. A mes-
sage format is said to be data-dependent when it is parameterized
over a piece of data not contained in the bytestring. A message

format that is not data-dependent is said to be self-contained. For
instance, TLS12SignatureInput (Figure 3), is data-dependent, over
KeyExchangeAlgorithm. A concrete consequence is we cannot make
sense of a bytestring for a data-dependent message format, until
we know all of the data dependencies. Self-contained message for-
mats are crucial in cryptographic protocol design (§2.3), and protect
against protocol-confusion attacks such as [29].

2.3 A Systematic Approach to Format Security
Having defined what wemean bymessage format (§2.1), and having
stated properties of interest for such message formats (§2.2), we
now connect cryptographic primitives and secure formats.

First, a remark: almost every cryptographic primitive implicitly
relies on a message format for its input. For instance, hashing an
object implicitly relies on converting the object to a bytestring. The
format must not introduce collisions in the process. Similarly, sig-
natures are implicitly carried around as bytestrings; for functional
correctness, the format must allow for a successful verification.

We now set out to review the standard toolkit of cryptographic
primitives; we lift each primitive to a high-level primitive operating
on high-level messages (instead of bytestrings) by relying on a
message format. We then proceed by reduction: we state a high-
level security assumption (for the high-level primitive operating on
messages in𝑀), and determine which properties the format should
enjoy in order for this assumption to reduce down to a standard
security assumption on the low-level (bytestring-based) primitive.
This allows proofs of protocol security to work off of these high-
level security assumptions, and abstract message formats away.

In order to be meaningful, the security assumptions we come
up with during reduction apply to all usages of a given primitive,
across the entire protocol. This means that we can identify design
weaknesses, such as lack of disambiguation of signature inputs,
because we consider all the signatures in the entire protocol. We
explain below with the example of signatures.

Additional primitives can be added to this list, taking care to
equip themwith suitable restrictions on formats that enforce correct
cryptographic usage, following the methodology we describe here.

Our security conditions are somewhat opinionated: they are
sound with respect to standard cryptographic assumptions, how-
ever there exist protocols that don’t satisfy our conditions, yet
remain secure; after all, the protocol where two parties can never
communicate is always secure, regardless of the cryptographic oper-
ations that are performed underneath. But in reality, protocols that
violate these assumptions would raise red flags in the cryptographic
community, and would most likely be shunned.

Tracking all uses of all primitives across an entire protocol is non-
trivial, and difficult to perform by hand; the next section (§3) shows
how proof assistants can help scale our comprehensive format
security analysis to real-world protocols.
Signature. We begin with signatures, whose security we consider
in some detail; other primitives use a similar argument.

Each signature key must be used to sign messages (of high-level
type𝑀) with the same self-contained, non-ambiguous, representation-
unique message format⇄𝑀 . If a signature key is used with two
different message formats, or the format is ambiguous or data-
dependent, this could lead to a signature confusion attack, such as
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the one exploited in TLS 1.2 [29] (as explained in §4). This condition
therefore ensures the signed bytestrings correspond to the same
unique message, and thus rule out signature confusion attacks.

This invariant on the whole protocol can then be exploited in
security proofs. For example, we can lift the standard existential un-
forgeability under chosen message attack (EUF-CMA) assumption
and specialize it with themessage format: the challenger generates a
pair of keys and give the public key to the attacker, then the attacker
can ask the challenger for signatures of messages𝑀 , and succeeds
if it manages to output 𝑥 ∈ 𝑀 not queried to the challenger, along
with a valid signature for it. This lifted EUF-CMA game security
can then be reduced to the standard EUF-CMA security assumption,
using the non-ambiguity and self-contained properties of⇄𝑀 .

We observe that this lifted EUF-CMA game doesn’t say anything
about a signature key used to sign two different message formats;
this means that in order for the game to apply, we must have a way
to ensure we only operate over signatures of messages in 𝑀 . In
other words, we enforce the absence of format confusion across
different uses of signature within the protocol.

The input format for signatures must also enjoy representation
unicity for functional correctness, so as to rule out the scenario
where a message corresponds to two possible bytestrings, one used
by the signer and the other by the verifier, which would lead to a
verification failure for valid signatures.

Enforcing these requirements means that one must track every
usage of a signature key; notably, in the case of TLS, this requires
not only tracking signatures across TLS 1.2 and TLS 1.3, but also
anticipating future extensions or versions of the protocol.
SymmetricMACs. The same precautions as for signatures must be
used, for the exact same reasons. However, in practice, MAC keys
are short-lived and used only a few times, which makes tracking
all their uses easier. We recommend that all messages that may
be MACed with the same key must conform to the same non-
ambiguous, self-contained message format.
Authenticated Encryption with Associated Data (AEAD). As
with MACs, we recommend that all encryption inputs that might
use the same key must use the same non-ambiguous, self-contained
message format for encrypted data and additional data. In some
cases, this is stricter than necessary, and we can allow the format
for encrypted data to be data-dependent on the associated data. It
allows additional data to fulfill its duty: providing context in which
the encryption was performed, and disambiguating identical inputs
stemming from two different context. For functional correctness,
the format of additional data must enjoy representation unicity (to
prevent two parties from disagreeing on the serialization).

We note that the Threema messaging protocol fails these con-
ditions, and uses ambiguous inputs to authenticated encryption,
resulting in the attack [35] described earlier (§1).
Key Derivation Functions (KDFs). Given a secret key, a salt,
and an info field, a KDF like HKDF generates a pseudo-random
output of any desired length. In the cryptographic literature, a KDF
is typically modeled as a pseudo-random function (PRF), where
we assume that the attacker cannot distinguish the output of the
KDF from a fresh random value. Protocols like TLS typically use a
KDF to generate multiple keys for different purposes. To guarantee

key independence for these keys, which is often an important pre-
condition in security proofs, it is necessary to ensure that all the
info fields used by a KDF with the same key and salt use the same
non-ambiguous and self-contained message format. Furthermore,
to preserve functional correctness, the format of these KDF inputs
must enjoy representation unicity.
Hashing Messages and Transcripts.Many protocols use hash
functions to compute digests of high-level data, including messages
and protocol transcripts. A common requirement for this usage is
collision resistance – two different inputs should yield two different
hashes, except with negligible probability. However, even when
using a collision-resistant hash function, this property may not
hold for two high-level messages if they serialize to the same bit-
string. Hence, we recommend that all inputs to hash functions must
use non-ambiguous message formats. Furthermore, if possible, we
advise that protocol authors use a single, self-containedmessage for-
mat for hash functions when two hashes must be collision-resistant
in security proofs. Protocols might fail to obey this restriction, but
might still be secure, for instance if the data dependency is authen-
ticated elsewhere; such a situation will call for more sophisticated
proofs. For functional correctness, the hash input format must often
also satisfy representation unicity.
Summary. All of the cryptographic operations considered above
require non-ambiguity and representation unicity. The former rules
out confusion; the latter is required for functional correctness. As
we will see shortly, our format framework imposes, by construction,
that every format must satisfy these two properties.

3 VERIFIED FORMATS IN F∗

We now put our ideas in practice, and formalize secure formats
within the F∗ proof assistant. F∗ is a dependently-typed program-
ming language that supports program proof using a mixture of
automatic (SMT-based) and manual (tactic-based) proofs. F∗ sup-
ports awide array of programming patterns, including compile-time
term synthesis, which we leverage in this section. Throughout this
paper, we only ever use the pure fragment of F∗ and need not rely
on its effect system.

Studying formats as complex as those of TLS in a monolithic
fashion is unrealistic; any reasonable programmer will decompose
formats into basic blocks that can each be studied in isolation, then
composed together to form larger formats. To support this modular
approach, this section introduces a set of format combinators that
allow assembling complex message formats from simpler ones. We
show how security properties of complex formats (the application
of a combinator) can be deduced from the security properties of
the simpler formats they are built upon (the arguments to the
combinator). Authoring these formats by hand is tedious; we show
how to automate the process using Meta-F∗.

Although minimalistic (we only use, and describe, a mere 4 com-
binators), our approach is expressive enough to describe all message
formats in TLS, cTLS and MLS. Our combinators guarantee that the
formats they produce are secure. This proof is done once and for
all, which relieves the programmer of the bulk of the proof effort.
Users may also opt out of combinators and write message formats
directly, but then are required to prove their correctness by hand,
which is more onerous.
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struct {
ProtocolVersion legacy_version;
Random random;
opaque legacy_session_id<0..32>;
CipherSuite cipher_suites<2..2^16−2>;

opaque legacy_compression_methods<1..2^8−1>;

Extension extensions<8..2^16−1>;

} ClientHello;

(a) ClientHello as defined in the TLS 1.3 RFC [38]

type client_hello = {
legacy_version: protocol_version;
random: random;
legacy_session_id: tls_bytes {min=0; max=32};
cipher_suites:

tls_list cipher_suite {min=2; max=(pow2 16)−2};
legacy_compression_methods:

tls_bytes {min=1; max=(pow2 8)−1};
extensions:

tls_list extension {min=8; max=(pow2 16)−1};
}

(b) Equivalent client_hello type in F∗

Figure 1: Translation of TLS 1.3 ClientHello in F∗. Note how the F∗ type is precise: for example, the tls_bytes type represents bytes
of bounded length, precisely corresponding to the opaque x<n..m> notation used in the TLS 1.3 RFC.

3.1 Defining Secure Message Formats in F∗

Definitions, lemmas, proofs of reductions. We follow §2.1 and
define formats as logical predicates in F∗. We transcribe definitions
from §2.2 and prove all of the corresponding lemmas.
Connection with parsers & serializers. Presenting formats as
relations allowed us to capture the essence of formats, along with
their security properties, free of the implementation-centric notions
of parsers and serializers.

However, in our F∗ library, we define our formats using parsers
and serializers. This design decision is a pragmatic one. First, this
makes life easier for the programmer and doesn’t require them
to write a logical predicate⇄𝑀 by hand. Second, this makes our
formats executable which is crucial for authoring reference imple-
mentations that can serve for interoperability testing, but also for
building further security proofs (§5). Third, we write and prove
(in F∗) the connection between induced formats and parsers and
serializers (§2.1). Because this connection is verified, we not only
do not lose any expressive power, but also provably know that our
security properties over parsers and serializers are equivalent to
the original security properties over the induced format.
A type definition for secure formats. Next, we devise a “user
interface” for Comparse, that is, we write a concrete type definition
in F∗ for what we mean by format.

As we saw earlier (§2.3), regardless of the context in which the
formats appear, we always want them to enjoy non-ambiguity and
have a unique representation. Therefore, our type of formats, below,
takes not only a parser and a serializer, but also proofs that those
two crucial properties always hold. Per the lemmas from §2.1, those
two properties boil down to stating that the parser and serializer
are inverses of each other. Because of this design choice, our library
will refuse to handle ambiguous or non-unique formats: it is our
position that formats that fail to exhibit these properties indicate a
design weakness in the protocol.

type message_format_for (a:Type) = {
parse: bytes→ option a;
serialize: a→ bytes;
// Non-ambiguity
parse_serialize_inv: x:a→ Lemma ( parse (serialize x) == Some x );
// Representation unicity
serialize_parse_inv: buf:bytes → Lemma (
match parse buf with
| Some x→ serialize x == buf
| None→⊤); }

Non-extensible message formats. We define a separate type,
called prefix_message_format_for, to represent non-extensible secure
message formats, where the parser only consumes a prefix of the
input bytestring, and returns the parsed element and the remaining
suffix. In this type, the parse_serialize_inv property is adapted to
allow for the suffix, as follows:

parse ((serialize x) ++ suffix) == Some (x, suffix)

Non-empty message formats.We say a message format is non-
empty when all its serializations have non-zero lengths (Lemma 2.2).
In F∗, we offer this as a refinement over the earlier types.

3.2 The dependent pair combinator
We begin with our first combinator for pairs. Repeated applications
of this combinator allow encoding pairs of several elements (known
as tuples): we write 𝐴 × 𝐵 × . . . × 𝐷 for 𝐴 × (𝐵 × (. . . × 𝐷)).

Tuples naturally occur in the wild, such in the ClientHello mes-
sage of TLS (Figure 1a), which is simply the combination of all of
its subfields. Because our combinators are generic, they cannot pro-
duce a specific user-defined type such as ClientHello; rather, they
produce a tuple of ProtocolVersion × Random × . . .. We show in
§3.5 how to convert a structural type (the tuple) into a nominal type
suitable for the rest of the protocol definition (the user-provided
client_hello, Figure 1b).

Sometimes, the message format for the second element of a pair
depends on the contents of the first one. This is a dependent pair,
which generalizes to dependent tuples. A dependent tuple occurs
in the Handshake message of TLS (Figure 2), where the format of
the third field depends on the value of the first one (via select), as
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well as the value of the second one (via the comment referring
to length). Our combinator supports general dependent pairs, of
which non-dependent pairs are a special case; this allows to encode,
notably, the tagged union pattern of messages such as Handshake.
Message format combinator. The message format for the depen-
dent pair 𝑋 × 𝑌 is defined as a simple concatenation. Formally:
(𝑥,𝑦) ⇄𝑋×𝑌 𝑏 := ∃𝑏1, 𝑏2 .𝑏 = 𝑏1 + 𝑏2 ∧ 𝑥 ⇄𝑋 𝑏1 ∧ 𝑦 ⇄𝑌 (𝑥 ) 𝑏2 .

We write the dependency explicitly (⇄𝑌 (𝑥 ) ), which captures
the fact that the format of the second element depends on the first.
We use a lightweight notation 𝑋 × 𝑌 for dependent pairs to avoid
cluttering the formulas, as opposed to the traditional

∑
𝑥 :𝑋 𝑌 (𝑥).

In practice, the dependent pair combinator allows turning a data-
dependent format (the second element of the pair, §2.2) into a self-
contained format (if the dependency is only over the first element).
A common instance of this pattern is for tagged unions.
Formally proven security properties.

• ⇄𝑋×𝑌 is non-ambiguous if⇄𝑋 is non-extensible and non-
ambiguous, and⇄𝑌 (𝑥 ) is non-ambiguous for every 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 .

• ⇄𝑋×𝑌 has representation unicity if ⇄𝑋 and ⇄𝑌 (𝑥 ) have
representation unicity for every 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 .

• ⇄𝑋×𝑌 is non-extensible if⇄𝑋 is non-extensible and non-
ambiguous, and⇄𝑌 (𝑥 ) is non-extensible for every 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 .

• ⇄𝑋×𝑌 is non-empty if⇄𝑋 is non-empty or⇄𝑌 (𝑥 ) are non-
empty for every 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 .

Role of non-extensibility. In the non-ambiguity theorem, non-
extensibility of the first element of the pair is crucial: for exam-
ple, consider the trivial message format on B, defined as 𝑏1 ⇄B
𝑏2 := 𝑏1 = 𝑏2. This message format is non-ambiguous, but a non-
dependent pair of two such formats is, for the same reason as the
message format on B2 studied in §2.1.
Formalization in F∗. Two flavors exist for the dependent pair
combinator: although the message format for the first element of
the pair must always be non-extensible, there is no such restriction
on the second element of the pair. Furthermore, the result is non-
extensible if and only if the second element of the pair is non-
extensible. We reflect this with two separate F∗ functions.

// When both mf_a and mf_b have the non-extensibility property
val prefix_message_format_for_dep_pair:
#a:Type→ #b:(a→ Type)→
mf_a:prefix_message_format_for a →
mf_b:(x:a→ prefix_message_format_for (b x)) →
prefix_message_format_for (x:a & b x)

// When only mf_a has the non-extensibility property
val message_format_for_dep_pair:
#a:Type→ #b:(a→ Type)→
mf_a:prefix_message_format_for bytes a →
mf_b:(x:a→message_format_for bytes (b x)) →
message_format_for bytes (x:a & b x)

Encoding Handshakewith dependent pairs.We illustrate the us-
age of the dependent pair combinator on the type of handshake (Fig-
ure 2). Assuming we have message formats for𝑇 (HandshakeType),
𝑈24 (uint24, unsigned 24-bit integers) and 𝑀 (𝑡, 𝑙) (data-dependent
handshake content of type 𝑡 and serialized length 𝑙 ), Handshake can

struct {
HandshakeType msg_type; /∗ handshake type ∗/
uint24 length; /∗ remaining bytes in message ∗/
select (Handshake.msg_type) { /∗ handshake content ∗/

case client_hello: ClientHello;
case server_hello: ServerHello;
/∗ ... ∗/

};
} Handshake;

Figure 2: The Handshake message format, as defined in
TLS 1.3 [38]. The msg_type determines the format to use for
the handshake content (via select). Furthermore, the com-
ment for field length encodes a semantic restriction: the total
length (in bytes) of the select ... field is equal to length.

be encoded as𝑇 × (𝑈24×𝑀) (or more precisely:
∑
𝑡 :𝑇

∑
𝑙 :𝑈24 𝑀 (𝑡, 𝑙)).

We note that the resulting dependent triple is no longer data-
dependent.

We cannot yet show the definition of𝑀 ; is it a dependent type,
along with an added restriction over its length. To express the latter,
we need a new format: the refinement combinator.

3.3 The refinement combinator
Message formats are sometimes described as subsets of other mes-
sage formats. For example, we can define a boolean as a byte re-
stricted to the value 0 or 1.
Message format combinator. If 𝑌 ⊂ 𝑋 , and we have a message
format⇄𝑋 , then we can define𝑚 ⇄𝑌 𝑏 :=𝑚 ⇄𝑋 𝑏.
Length restriction. A particularly useful usage of the refine-
ment combinator is to enforce exact length restrictions on high-
level messages. Given a set of messages 𝑀 , we define its subset
RestrictLen(𝑀, 𝑙) = {𝑚 ∈ 𝑀 | ∀𝑏.𝑚 ⇄𝑀 𝑏 =⇒ length(𝑏) = 𝑙}.
This refinement, when used in conjunction with a dependent pair,
allows encoding length-prefixed messages, wherein the first ele-
ment of the pair is a (bounded) unsigned integer that stands for the
length of the second element.
Formally proven security properties. The refinement combina-
tor preserves non-ambiguity, non-extensibility, non-emptiness and
representation unicity. When used with RestrictLen, it is uncondi-
tionally non-extensible.
Formalization in F∗. The refinement combinator also comes in
two flavors, depending on whether the input format is extensible
or not. We show the extensible version here:
val refine:
#a:Type→message_format_for a → pred:(a→ bool) →
message_format_for (x:a{pred x})

We provide a dedicated combinator that captures the fact that
an extensible format can be turned into a non-extensible one, via a
length restriction.
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val fixed_length_format_to_non_extensible:
#a:Type→ len:nat →
mf_a:message_format_for a{∀ x. length (mf_a.serialize x) == len} →
prefix_message_format_for a

Encoding Handshake content with refinement. Now that we
have refinements, we can revisit our earlier Handshake example
(§3.2) and use RestrictLen to encode the constraint on the length
of the third field. As mentioned above, this means the third field
is unconditionally non-extensible, which in turn makes the whole
Handshake message non-extensible. Our format for handshake is
now of the form

∑
𝑡 :𝑇

∑
𝑙 :𝑈24 RestrictLen(𝑀

′ (𝑡), 𝑙).

3.4 The list combinator
With the dependent pair combinator (§3.2), we can encode fixed-
sized lists as 𝑛-tuples, but cannot represent lists whose length is not
known at compile-time. For this, we need a new list combinator.
Message format combinator. Given a message format on𝑀 , we
define a message format on 𝑀∗, the type of lists of 𝑀s (with any
number of elements), as: [𝑚1, . . . ,𝑚𝑛] ⇄𝑀∗

𝑏 := ∃𝑏1, . . . , 𝑏𝑛 .𝑏 =

𝑏1+· · ·+𝑏𝑛∧∀𝑖 .𝑚𝑖 ⇄𝑀 𝑏𝑖 . Our format does not require that the list
be prefixed by its length, although if the protocol mandates it, we
can always encode it using a combination of refinement, dependent
pair, and list combinator.
Formally proven security properties.

• ⇄𝑀∗ is non-ambiguous if⇄𝑀 is non-ambiguous, non-extensible,
non-empty.

• ⇄𝑀∗ has representation unicity if⇄𝑀 has representation
unicity.

Role of non-emptiness. Requiring non-emptiness rules out de-
generate cases, such as the unit format () ⇄𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝜀. Lists of units
all serialize to a single empty bytestring, meaning lists of unit are
ambiguous.
Formalization in F∗. To be secure, the list combinator takes as
input a non-extensible, non-empty securemessage format. It returns
an extensible message format. Non-ambiguity and representation
unicity are carried over automatically, since they are bolted into
the two message format types.

val message_format_for_list:
#a:Type→mf_a:prefix_message_format_for a{is_non_empty mf_a} →
message_format_for (list a)

Encoding the TLS 1.3 transcript. The TLS transcript is a list
of Handshake messages. Because Handshakes are non-ambiguous,
non-extensible, non-empty, and have representation unicity, the
TLS 1.3 transcript is non-ambiguous and has representation unicity,
which are crucial properties that guarantee the correct behavior of
transcript hashes in the security proof of TLS.

3.5 The isomorphism combinator
Given a message format defined in a document, such as in the
TLS 1.3 RFC [38], we write a type in F∗ precisely capturing the
expressivity of the message format. This corresponds to the type

𝑀 of messages we saw earlier. We give an example for the TLS 1.3
ClientHello message in Figure 1.

The three combinators we have seen so far can parse ClientHello
and Handshake, but return tuples that are isomorphic to, but not
equal, to the type that the user would write in F∗ for Handshake
(Figure 1).

We thus need one final combinator that goes from a generic repre-
sentations (base types, lists, and dependent pairs) into the “original”,
user-defined message type. This is the isomorphism combinator.
The isomorphism combinator is typically the final building block
used to create a message format.
Message format combinator. Given a bijective function 𝑓 : 𝑇 →
𝐸, which maps a high-level type𝑇 to an encoding 𝐸, and a message
format for 𝐸, we define a message for 𝑇 as𝑚 ⇄𝑇 𝑏 := 𝑓 (𝑚) ⇄𝐸 𝑏.
Formally proven security properties. Because 𝑓 is a bijection,
the isomorphism combinator preserves non-ambiguity, representa-
tion unicity, non-extensibility, non-emptiness.
Formalization in F∗.We rely on two functions for the bijection,
which we require to be inverse of each other. We do this by adding
a precondition to the isomorphism combinator: we can use it only if
we prove that the two bijection functions are inverse of each other.
This precondition is crucial to prove that the resulting message
format is secure. The isomorphism combinator comes in two flavors,
depending on whether the message format is non-extensible or not.
Because they are so similar we only show the signature of the
non-extensible version.
val prefix_message_format_for_isomorphism:
#a:Type→ #b:Type→mf_a:prefix_message_format_for a →
a_to_b:(a→ b)→ b_to_a:(b → a) →
Pure (prefix_message_format_for b)
(requires (∀ x. a_to_b (b_to_a x) == x) ∧ (∀ x. b_to_a (a_to_b x) == x))

Finalizing our Handshake format. In §3.2, we obtained an encod-
ing of Handshake as a dependent tuple of 3 elements. However,
Handshake is not a dependent tuple, it is a nominal type in F∗:

type handshake = {
msg_type: handshake_type;
length: uint24;
msg: fixed_length_handshake_content msg_type length; }

We use the isomorphism combinator to link the nominal type
(handshake) and its encoding (the dependent tuple of 3 elements).

3.6 Automating Combinator Synthesis
Writing combinator applications by hand quickly becomes repeti-
tive. We now present a facility that allows the user to write only
their top-level type, such as ClientHello (Figure 1). With a few
strategically placed annotations, our facility inspects the type defi-
nition and automatically generates the combinators that will parse
and serialize elements of that type.

Our facility relies on Meta-F∗ [28], a general-purpose compile-
time metaprogramming framework. Using a technique known as
elaborator reflection, Meta-F∗ essentially allows the programmer
to “script” the compiler, to resolve proof obligations, or in our case,
inspect terms and generate fresh definitions.
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We authored a meta-program that takes an annotated type defi-
nition and produces a corresponding format, complete with proofs
of non-ambiguity and representation unicity.
Inner workings. When processing a type such as client_hello (Fig-
ure 1b), the meta-program proceeds in two steps: first, it derives a
message format using anonymous types (dependent tuples), then
it uses the isomorphism combinator (§3.5) to produce a message
format for the user-defined type (client_hello, a record with user-
provided field names).

For each field, a corresponding format is looked up in the en-
vironment. If this corresponds to a user-defined type for which a
format was previously generated, or to a base type for which we
provide a hand-written format (such as uint24), all is well. Other-
wise, the meta-program fails and the user must annotate the type
by hand to indicate which format ought to be used for the given
field.

Once again, this could be done entirely by hand: our automation
relieves the user of a repetitive task. Importantly, it also makes the
program easier to maintain: if an internet draft is updated to a new
revision, the programmer just needs to change the type definition,
and the formats automatically follow.
Handshake example. In the case of the handshake, the depen-
dency of themsg field overmsg_type and length is handled naturally:
the format found in the environment for fixed_length_handshake_content
takes two parameters, so the tactic instantiates that format with its
two arguments brought in scope by the dependent tuple. Thanks
to a judicious choice for our default formats, handshake serializes
exactly per the TLS 1.3 RFC [38].
Other supported types. F∗ sum types are also handled by our
tactic, which picks a tagged union scheme. By default, the tag
occupies the minimum number of bytes required to encode all cases;
the user can override that choice, and specify explicitly which type
should hold the tag (including its size). This allows the user to obey
a precise format specified e.g. in an RFC.

3.7 Implementation
The implementation described in this section occupies a total of
about 2,500 lines of code. This includes the combinators and base
types (942 lines), the derived types (776 lines) and the tactic (742
lines). The tactic is among the three largest Meta-F∗ programs
written to date. We estimate that the total effort for formalizing
Comparse in F∗ took a few person-months.

The overall conciseness of our development is explained by the
judicious choice of a notion of format as our base abstraction, rather
than parsers and serializers. Furthermore, the judicious choice of
combinators limits the amount of work we need to perform. Finally,
the fact that we do not need to rely on effects, along with careful
crafting of definitions, allow us to maximize the amount of proofs
performed automatically by SMT.

4 VERIFIED FORMATS FOR TLS AND CTLS
The Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol, standardized by the
IETF, is used to secure the vast majority of Web traffic. The most
recent version, TLS 1.3, was standardized in 2018 [38] and is the
the most commonly used version of TLS, followed by TLS 1.2 [39].

struct {
select (KeyExchangeAlgorithm) {

case dhe_rsa, dhe_dss, // From TLS 1.2
dhe_rsa_export, dhe_dss_export: // From TLS 1.0
opaque client_random[32];
opaque server_random[32];
ServerDHParams params;

case ec_diffie_hellman: // From TLS 1.2 ECC
opaque client_random[32];
opaque server_random[32];
ServerECDHParams params;

};
} TLS12SignatureInput;

Figure 3: A common format for TLS 1.0-1.2 signature in-
puts [34, 39].

More recently, the IETF TLS working group has been working on
standardizing Compact TLS 1.3 (cTLS) [37].

In this section, we will discuss how we implemented all the
formats used in TLS and cTLS using Comparse, and show how our
work provides crucial missing properties needed for the security
analyses of these protocols, both in isolation and when they are
deployed in parallel with each other.

4.1 Format Confusion Attacks in TLS 1.0-1.2
The TLS protocol establishes a secure channel between a client and
a server. It works in two phases: first, a handshake phase performs
an authenticated key exchange to establish shared keys between the
client and server, then a transport phase allows them to exchange
application data protected with these shared keys. Typical TLS
implementations support multiple versions and ciphersuites for
backwards compatibility and to support maximum interoperability.

In TLS versions up to TLS 1.2, each handshake may use one of
multiple key exchange modes. Depending on the mode, each TLS
handshake consists of between 6 and 13 messages, which include
various cryptographic constructions: 2 MACs, 3 key derivations,
2 encryptions, and up to 2 signatures. The formats for all these
messages and cryptographic inputs are described in the custom
TLS presentation language, which looks like C structs.

For example, the input formats for server signatures used in
implementations of TLS 1.0-1.2 is depicted in Figure 3. It includes
the specification of Ephemeral Diffie-Hellman signatures (DHE)
from TLS 1.2, the signature inputs for export ciphersuites in TLS 1.0,
and the format for Elliptic Curve DiffieHellman (ECDHE) in TLS 1.2.
These formats are actually defined in three different documents,
and we have brought them together for illustration.

We note that the format depends on a value (the key exchange
algorithm) that is external to it, which is not authenticated by the
signature itself. Indeed, in the absence of this external input, the
signatures used in DHE key exchanges can be confused for those
in ECDHE key exchanges, which leads to a concrete cross-protocol
attack [29] on TLS 1.2. Note also that the format used in DHE is the
same as the one used in Export DHE, which is one of the factors
exploited by the Logjam attack [5].
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With ourmethodology (§2.3), we impose that every signature key
be associated to a single, self-contained, non-ambiguous message
format. These properties are violated here, because the format is
not self-contained, owing to the key exchange algorithm which is
an external input.

We formalized the signature input format for TLS 1.2 (DHE,
ECDHE) in Comparse, and proved that given the data-dependency
(KeyExchangeAlgorithm), the format has non-ambiguity and repre-
sentation unicity. We were not able to do the same without the
data-dependency, hinting at the cross-protocol attack. We once
again re-emphasize that we see all the inputs to a single primitive
as a single format, meaning that both TLS 1.2 and TLS 1.3 signature
formats are seen as sub-cases of the general “signature input for-
mat”. This systematic approach forces us to reason globally about
all the signatures in the protocols.

4.2 Verified Formats for TLS 1.3
TLS 1.3 fixes many of the attacks in TLS 1.2, including the format
confusion attacks described above. In particular, it defines a uniform
format for all signature inputs, MAC inputs, and key derivations,
by using the handshake transcript in all three cases. TLS 1.3 also
encrypts handshake messages for privacy, hence the format of
encryption inputs now includes 8 handshake messages.

The security of TLS 1.3 relies crucially on the non-ambiguity of
the format of the handshake transcript at each stage of the protocol.
It also relies on the non-ambiguity of each handshake message
format. Furthermore, if TLS 1.3 is to be safely deployed alongside
TLS 1.2, we need to prove non-ambiguity across both protocols.

Despite its importance, this property is not accounted for inmany
published proofs of TLS 1.3. The mechanized proofs of TLS 1.3
in ProVerif [12], CryptoVerif [12], and Tamarin [16] all assume
that the message formats are injective and disjoint, and that the
transcript can be treated unambiguously as a tuple of handshake
messages. The pen-and-paper security proofs of TLS 1.3 (e.g. [19,
25, 26]) abstract away all formatting details; they typically assume
distinct labels for the different cryptographic inputs in the protocol
to simplify their analysis. Consequently, none of the published
proofs of the TLS 1.3 handshake actually apply to the bit-level
formats used in the protocol.

To close this gap in the literature, we formalized all the hand-
shake messages of TLS 1.3, the handshake transcript, and all inputs
to signatures, MACs, encryption, and key derivation, in Comparse,
and proved that these formats were non-ambiguous. This means
that any proof of TLS 1.3 that only considers a high-level abstrac-
tion of each message still applies to the concrete protocol that uses
low-level bitstrings within the cryptographic inputs. Furthermore,
we combined the TLS 1.2 and TLS 1.3 signature inputs to prove that
the combined format is non-ambiguous. This result shows that it is
safe to deploy TLS 1.3 and TLS 1.2 in parallel.

Some prior works do prove injectivity for TLS 1.2 transcripts [42]
but they do not consider TLS 1.3, or both in parallel. There is
also prior work on specifications and efficient implementations
of TLS 1.3 and TLS 1.2 message formats [36], but they do not model
TLS and do not prove non-ambiguity across TLS 1.3 and TLS 1.2
signatures.

enum {
profile(0),
version(1),
cipher_suite(2),
dh_group(3),
signature_algorithm(4),
random(5),
mutual_auth(6),
handshake_framing(7),
client_hello_extensions(8),
server_hello_extensions(9),
encrypted_extensions(10),
certificate_request_extensions(11),
known_certificates(12),
finished_size(13),
optional(65535)

} CTLSTemplateElementType;

struct {
CTLSTemplateElementType type;
opaque data<0..2^32−1>;

} CTLSTemplateElement;

struct {
uint16 ctls_version = 0;
CTLSTemplateElement elements<0..2^32−1>

} CTLSTemplate;

Figure 4: Compression templates for Compact TLS 1.3

4.3 Verified Formats for cTLS
The handshake messages exchanged in a TLS handshake can get
very large, primarily because TLS is designed to be interopera-
ble across a large range of devices and so the messages contain
information that may be needed in different scenarios.

Compact TLS 1.3 is a new proposal that aims to reduce the
message size by agreeing out-of-band on a compression template.
For example, if the client and server can agree beforehand on the
ciphersuite and server certificate, several elements in the handshake
can be eliminated, and others can be treated as fixed-length values
(without length prefixes).

Other than the message formats being compressed, the crypto-
graphic steps in cTLS are identical to TLS 1.3. Consequently, one
might hope that all the TLS 1.3 security proofs will apply to cTLS.
However, this only holds if we can prove that the cTLS messages
and transcripts are unambiguous, and if we can show that the cTLS
transcript is equivalent (for each template) to the TLS 1.3 transcript.
Finally, since cTLS is likely to be deployed in parallel with TLS 1.3,
we need to prove that the joint formats between the two protocols
are unambiguous.
Compressing TLS 1.3 using Templates. The cTLS protocol de-
fines a compression template that the client and server must agree
to in advance. CTLSTemplate (Figure 4) depicts all the elements
that a certain template can fix. Given such a template, the protocol
describes how each message in TLS 1.3 can be compressed at a
fine-grained level. For example, in the keyshare extension of the
client hello, a length field can be omitted if the template specifies a
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single Diffie-Hellman group. Consequently, each message format
in cTLS depends on the compression template.

We follow the methodology described in §3.1 by writing types
that precisely capture what is representable by the message format,
and depend on the compression template. On the example of the
cipher suite compression in ClientHello, we define a new type for
the cipher_suites field of client_hello. Although these new types are
more complex than the ones used in TLS 1.3, they are fully handled
by the meta-program.

type ctls_cipher_suites (t:ctls_template) =
match get_template_element cipher_suite t with
| Some _→ unit
| None→ tls_list cipher_suite ({min=2; max=(pow2 16)−2}))

type ctls_client_hello (t:ctls_template) = {
(∗ ... ∗)
cipher_suites: ctls_cipher_suites t;
(∗ ... ∗)

}

Proofs for cTLS message formats and transcripts.We prove
that given a template, each cTLS message has non-ambiguity and
representation unicity. We do this by representing each cTLS mes-
sage with a dependent type (on the template), and use Comparse
to derive and prove a format on each cTLS message.

The cTLS transcript includes the compression template as a first
(dummy) message and then continues with the list of cTLS hand-
shake messages. We show that the first handshake message of the
transcript carries enough information to deduce what modifica-
tion was applied on the transcript, whether it is hashing the first
ClientHello, or it is doing a cTLS compression with a template.

We prove that all the cTLS messages are non-ambiguous with
unique representations, and that cTLS transcripts and TLS 1.3 tran-
scripts are non-ambiguous with respect to each other. This means
that despite all the format changes and optimizations, cTLS is free
from format confusion attacks, and that it is safe to deploy cTLS in
parallel with TLS 1.3 (using the same server certificates.)
Equivalence between TLS 1.3 and cTLS transcripts. We also
prove that each cTLS compressed transcript correspond to a unique
TLS 1.3 transcript, up to extensions re-ordering. Each TLS 1.3 type
that is modified by cTLS is associated with a cTLS compressed
type, that depends on the compression template. We then write two
compression and decompression functions, that convert between
the TLS 1.3 type and the cTLS dependent type.

The compression function can fail, for instance if the compres-
sion template enforces the some ciphersuite, but the TLS 1.3 mes-
sage tries to negociate the wrong ciphersuite. The decompression
function can also fail, because compression removes some length
tags, meaning that there exist valid compressed transcripts that con-
tain elements whose length exceeds what is admissible by TLS 1.3.
This is a novel insight that seems to not have been noticed by the
cTLS designers before, and might be addressed in future drafts.

We prove round-trip properties on compression and decompres-
sion: if compression succeeds, then decompression on its result
succeeds and returns something equal to the compression input (up
to extension re-ordering); also, if decompression succeeds, then we

can compress back its result, it will succeed and return something
equal to the decompression input.

By proving these compression/decompression guarantees be-
tween TLS 1.3 and cTLS, we show that the messages and transcripts
in the two protocols are interchangeable. Consequently, any proof
of security for TLS 1.3 that relies on high-level message formats still
holds when the messages are formatted (i.e. compressed) according
to cTLS. This provides a foundation upon which future proofs of
cTLS can build, since they now know that all of the formats are
safe, and are in correspondence with those of TLS 1.3.

5 EMBEDDING COMPARSE IN DY∗

Existing protocol verification tools often miss format confusion
attacks since they do not account for bit-level precise formats. We
now show how to close this gap, by integrating Comparse into the
DY∗ symbolic protocol analysis framework. In so doing, we make it
possible to apply symbolic protocol analysis to low-level message
formats. Despite this additional precision, rather than incurring an
additional proof burden, Comparse actually significantly reduces
the proof effort for DY∗ proofs because of its support for automation.

5.1 Background: Symbolic verification with DY∗

DY∗ [10] extends the F∗ [42] proof system with a symbolic verifi-
cation framework for cryptographic protocols. In comparison to
symbolic provers like Tamarin and ProVerif, DY∗ proofs require
more manual annotations and are less automated. Conversely, DY∗
uses a more scalable proof technique, based on typechecking, and
can exploit the full expressiveness of the F∗ proof assistant. Con-
sequently, DY∗ is particularly well-suited to the formal analysis
of large, complex cryptographic protocols with recursive protocol
flows and inductive data structures. Indeed, DY∗ has been used to
obtain state-of-the-art verification results for advanced protocols
like Signal [10], ACME [11], Noise [21] and MLS [47].
Symbolic Message Formats. Like other symbolic provers, DY∗
relies on the Dolev-Yaomodel [18], where messages are treated as al-
gebraic terms that can be constructed and destructed using abstract
functions that obey simple symbolic equations. These constructors
and destructors are used to model cryptographic primitives like
encryption/decryption and signature/verification.

Most symbolic protocol analyses in tools like ProVerif and Tamarin
ignore message formatting, and simply use tuples to represent mes-
sage contents. DY∗ does a little better, by defining an abstract type
and interface for bytestrings that include ASCII strings, freshly
generated random values, cryptographic elements, and can fur-
thermore be concatenated and split to implement specific message
formats.

However, the underlying model is still symbolic, and hence
does not precisely model concrete bytestrings or their lengths.
For example, in this model, concat(a,concat(b,c)) is different from
concat(concat(a,b),c). Consequently, it is possible that verified DY∗
code written against the symbolic bytes API may potentially still be
vulnerable to format confusion attacks that exploit such inconsis-
tencies. To counter this, we need to prove that the the bytestring
API is also sound with respect to a concrete model of bytestrings.
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Verifying Message Formats. Since DY∗ lacks a framework for
automatic format analysis, DY∗ programmers are expected to write,
by hand, serialization and parsing functions for all the message
formats, cryptographic inputs, and session states used in the proto-
col and then prove non-ambiguity for all these formats, to use as
lemmas within the security proof.

DY∗ tracks the secrecy and authenticity of each bytestring using
secrecy labels and logical refinements, allowing users to reason
about the security guarantees of their protocol code. Hence, the
programmer also needs to prove that secrecy labels are preserved
by formatting. For example, before sending a message on the net-
work, we need to prove that the serialization of this message is
“publishable”, so that revealing it to the attacker will not leak secret
values. To prove this, the programmer needs to reason about the
format, and show that a serialized message is publishable if and
only if every field of the high-level message is publishable.

These formatting proofs are currently done by hand in DY∗, in-
ducing a significant proof burden even for simple message formats.
While this is feasible for small protocols, it quickly becomes tire-
some or even impossible for real-world protocols like TLS. In the
rest of this section, we show how Comparse can help alleviate this
proof burden and close a gap in DY∗ by providing a concrete model
for bytestrings. Furthermore, by combining DY∗ and Comparse, we
are able, for the first time, to execute DY∗ applications concretely to
create and process wire-compatible message bytestrings.

5.2 Plugging DY∗ and Comparse together

Handling multiple bytes types. Until now, we assumed that
Comparse worked on one defined type for byte sequences. How-
ever, DY∗ defines its own type to do symbolic protocol verification,
the aforementioned symbolic bytes. To cover all the bytes types
one might want to use, we now parameterize Comparse over a
typeclass for bytes, which contains the minimal set of properties
and lemmas that work for any instantiation of the type class (i.e.
for both symbolic and concrete bytes). This means that the entire
Comparse development is carefully crafted to never rely on any
extensionality hypothesis, namely that two bytestrings are equal if
they have the same length and coincide on every index. Comparse
does not rely on concatenation associativity either; none of these
properties hold for symbolic bytes.

To the best of our knowledge, no realistic parser framework was
ever devised before to work without the use of extensionality or
associativity. This is a key contribution of our work, and a core
difference compared to other frameworks such as EverParse [36].

We can therefore use Comparse both for concrete bytes, to exe-
cute cryptographic protocols, and symbolic bytes, to prove security
of cryptographic protocols. We now give more details.
The typeclass. To simplify the instantiation of the typeclass with
various bytes types, we make it as minimal as we can. In the type-
class, we require bytes to have a length, and an empty sequence
of bytes whose length is zero. We also require concat and split
functions, which are well-behaved with respect to length. The split
function is allowed to fail, for example if the index is out-of-bounds
(in the concrete world) or if the index is not exactly at the right
position (in the symbolic world). We furthermore require split and
concat to be well-behaved with respect to each other. We are as

liberal as we can about this, so that it is easily implementable with
any symbolic bytes implementation. In particular, we know a split
succeeds only when the index is at the boundary of a concatenation.
Writing message formats combinators.We ensure the combi-
nators in §3 only rely on lemmas provided by the type class. This
means our proofs are more difficult to conduct, since we cannot
assume concat to be associative, we refer the reader to the supple-
mentary material [4] for the full details.

5.3 Improving message formats in DY∗

Precise message formats. We are now able to precisely model
message formats as they are written in the RFCs (§3.1) by plugging
Comparse into DY∗. Combined with Comparse’s automation, this
guarantees that users of DY∗ can easily and accurately model real-
world formats as opposed to sketches of formats.
Non-ambiguity. Non-ambiguity is a built-in feature of the for-
mats in Comparse (§3.1), meaning we immediately satisfy the DY∗
requirement after integrating Comparse.
Information flow. Given a predicate pred on bytes which is pre-
served by concatenation and splitting, we define a predicate on high-
level messages is_well_formed pred, capturing the fact that every se-
quence of bytes in the high-level message satisfies the predicate
pred. Moreover, we have the property that if is_well_formed pred msg
then pred (serialize msg) and if pred buf and parse buf = Some msg then
is_well_formed pred msg. This allows us to satisfy the DY∗ require-
ments regarding labeling of message, and compose them with Com-
parse while retaining a high degree of automation.
Impact on DY∗ examples.We adapted two examples of DY∗ to
use Comparse for their formatting, as shown in Table 1. Before,
the protocols relied on hand-written definitions of parsers and
serializers, along with manual non-ambiguity proofs, resulting in
148 lines of code devoted to message formats in the NSL example
and 141 in the ISO-DH example. With Comparse, this proof effort
can be reduced by an order of magnitude (respectively 19 and 24
lines of code) by boiling it down to writing the type of messages,
letting Comparse generates combinators and proofs automatically.

Furthermore, with the use of Comparse, we are now able to
execute each DY∗ example both symbolically and concretely, pro-
viding two independent forms of debugging. The symbolic traces
show the high-level protocol flow, while the concrete traces display
the low-level bytestrings obtained by applying all the specified
cryptographic and formatting functions.
Impact on MLS verification.We also used Comparse to formalize
all the formats of the MLS RFC. In so doing, we prove that the
signature confusion attack on MLS draft 12 [47] is now fixed, and
provide strong security guarantees for all the formats used in the
MLS. Indeed, our formal security proofs form part of a larger formal
verification effort for MLS, and were used in a recently published
work on the TreeSync sub-protocol [47]. Our proofs enjoy the
automation provided by Comparse (§3.6) to write and verify the 82
formats defined in the RFC [8].
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Protocol Nb. formats RFC LoC F∗ LoC Lemmas Verif. time
NSL 7 — 19 16 1min
ISO-DH 9 — 24 21 45s
TLS 1.3 51 311 452 105 3min15s
MLS 82 482 624 164 2min45s
cTLS 30 623 608 110 2min45s

Table 1: Evaluation over a set of protocol case studies. Lem-
mas include non-ambiguity, representation uniqueness lem-
mas, and disjointness. TLS 1.3 proofs include non-ambiguity
with TLS 1.2; cTLS proofs include non-ambiguitywith TLS 1.3,
and properties of compression/decompression.

6 DISCUSSION
To evaluate the effectiveness of Comparse, we applied it to several
case studies, as shown in Table 1, including two examples from DY∗
(NSL, ISO-DH), TLS 1.3, cTLS and MLS.
Lessons.During the course of this work, we learned several lessons.
Our approach is focused on formats used in cryptographic inputs
and is justified by the cryptographic assumptions typically used in
protocol analysis. We believe this principled approach yields more
precise security conditions than other works that focus on parsers
and serializers.

Second, our work makes it apparent why one needs to study all
of the usages of a given primitive across an entire protocol, in order
to rule out the entire class of format confusion attacks.

Third, proof assistants are crucial in making the analysis above
tractable. With pen and paper, tracking every usage of a given
key across all of TLS 1.3 (and TLS 1.2, because of backwards com-
patibility) would be impossible. With a carefully crafted library,
combinators take care of the bulk of the work, and the library
need not grow into a massive software artifact: four well-chosen
combinators suffice.

Finally, the format analysis does not need to live in isolation
as a separate development. It can be successfully integrated into
a general-purpose symbolic security analysis framework (in our
case, DY∗), paving the way for future evolutions of other tools (e.g.
Tamarin or ProVerif) that might make them, too, format-aware.
Limitations.We also identified several limitations throughout our
journey in the land of formats. First, there are some real-world,
non-ambiguous messages formats with unique representation that
cannot be expressed using our combinators. One example is TLSIn-
nerPlaintext, which must be parsed starting from the end. Fortu-
nately, these are few such cases, and we can use the escape hatch we
mentioned earlier: it suffices to write the formats by hand, without
the distinguished combinators from §3. Because such hand-written
formats still use the types from Comparse, they compose with the
rest of the framework.

Second, there exist formats which intentionally do not enjoy
representation unicity, such as protocol buffers [46]. We cannot
account for such formats with Comparse, perhaps suggesting that
they should not be used for secure protocols.

7 RELATEDWORK
Table 2 recaps the capabilities of the various tools we describe here.

Generic verified formats. EverParse with the QuackyDucky front-
end [36] generates efficient C implementation of validators and se-
rializers, proves non-ambiguity and representation unicity. Quack-
yDucky has limited support for data-dependency, e.g. a union must
have its tag immediately preceding it. The work introduces the
idea that non-ambiguity and representation unicity are important
properties for cryptographic protocols, but does not provide a the-
oretical justification for it, and does not exhibit a concrete set of
recommendations like we do (§2.3).

EverParse3D [43] generates efficient C validators from an ex-
pressive format description with good support for data-dependency.
They prove validator injectivity, which is related to representation
unicity, but is more implementation-centric, since it is a property
of the validator, as opposed to the underlying format (the relation).

Narcissus [17] is a Coq library for writing non-ambiguous and
non-extensible message formats. It does not consider representa-
tion unicity. Narcissus formats are defined using both a state and a
relation, whereas we avoid state by relying on our powerful depen-
dent pair combinator. Narcissus also uses combinators, but does
not prove general results regarding (say) the non-ambiguity of
combinator applications.

[45] defines a deep embedding of data formats into Agda. They
relate high-level data types to low-level formats by composing a
series of transformations. Lacking support for any sort of frontend
format or automatic combinator generation, their format descrip-
tions are not as concise as ours. They reason about non-ambiguity
and non-extensibility, but not representation unicity. They also rely
on combinators such as dependent pairs. Owing to the nature of
the Agda proof assistant, it is unclear to what extent this work
can achieve a high degree of proof automation; furthermore, their
choice of combinators seems geared towards their IPv4 example
and we do not know if their work would scale to e.g. all of the
formats of TLS 1.3.
Verification of specific formats. Cheerios [3] is a serialization
library for Coq types, relying on combinators. They prove non-
ambiguity and non-extensibility with an equation similar to ours
(§3.1). They serialize to a Cheerios-specific custom binary data
format that is not user-defined, meaning they cannot target real-
world, RFC-prescribed formats.

[44] prove a C implementation of a specific ASN.1 format used
in the automotive industry. They prove non-ambiguity and rep-
resentation unicity, using an equation similar to ours. The work
does not tackle the general question of proving those properties
generically, for a certain class of ASN.1 formats.

[50] builds upon Narcissus [17] to prove verified parsers and
serializers for Protocol Buffer 3. They prove non-ambiguity, but not
representation unicity, which Protocol Buffer 3 does not enjoy.
Message formats and symbolic security. [32] propose sufficient
criteria for secure message formats in a protocol, and prove that an
attack on a protocol using concrete formats implies an attack on
the protocol with abstract formats. The criterion is that all message
formats must be non-ambiguous, moreover they must be pairwise
disjoint. In our vocabulary, it means that the protocol must rely on
a single, non-ambiguous message format.
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Comparse     #     #  
Everparse+QD [36]   #  #   #   #
Everparse+3D [43]   G#  #   #   #
Narcissus [17]  G# # # #  # #  # #
vGS17 [45]    # #  # #  # #
MK14 [32]  G# #    # G# # # G#
Cheerios [3] Custom format  # #  # #
V2V [44] ASN.1   # #  #
Verified Protobuf [50] Protocol Buffer v3  # #  # #

Table 2: Related features of other verified parser frameworks. We intentionally omit unverified systems.

These criteria are significantly stricter than the ones we propose
in §2.3, and we believe they are too strict for most real-world pro-
tocols. In particular, composing two unrelated protocols in parallel
(e.g. TLS and SSH) violates this property, even though running both
at the same time does not impact the security of each protocol. Our
criteria (§2.3) are more likely to be true on real-world protocols, are
preserved by parallel composition, and can be used in DY∗ proofs.

Furthermore, their approach is less expressive than ours: they do
not support data-dependency such as tagged union (which explains
their strict disjointness conditions), and they cannot modularly
analyze message formats. Finally, they neither provide a formal
analysis tool nor a reference implementation for their formats.

8 CONCLUSION
Comparse is a framework to study the security of formats in cryp-
tographic protocols, allowing the user to prove crucial properties
such as non-ambiguity, representation unicity and (absence of)
data dependency. We demonstrate the expressiveness and effective-
ness of Comparse by using it to specify and verify all the formats
in TLS 1.3, MLS, and cTLS. Our formats and their guarantees are
compatible with both symbolic and computational cryptographic
proofs. We integrate Comparse with DY∗ and show how the format
proofs of Comparse can be composed with symbolic security proofs
for a variety of protocols. In particular, our framework has been
used as part of a security proof for a key component of MLS [47].
Comparse encodes a strong yet flexible discipline that can help
protocol designers easily write formats that are provably secure.
Our case study on cTLS shows that cTLS formats are secure, and
paves the way to a complete security proof.
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